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The four Picasso pictures arrived in Basle on 5th
January, and the experts at the museum worked feverishly
in order to get them on show as quickly as possible.
Already on Saturday morning the nineteen Picasso works
were united in one hall and presented to' the eagerly
expectant public. Many visitors have found their way to
the Art Gallery for the first time. Amongst the early
arrivals were school classes who spent their drawing
lessons busily copying.

"THE PICASSO ARE HERE."
(Com/?;7ec/ èy /lie .Ed/for /rom mater/a/ rece/ved Fy

rte courtesy of "Baî/er AVc/in'c/Uen" /4.P.S.)

EXHIBITIONS IN BASLE
The year that has just expired was rendered significant

by a series of exceptional events, starting with the 5th
Exhibition of Contractors' Machinery (18th-26th February)
with 65,000 sq. metres of exhibition space, 100 exhibitors,
30,000 visitors, an impressive evidence of the new technical
developments registered in the building machinery industry.
Then came the 51st Swiss Industries Fair (15th-25th April,
166,600 sq.m. of exhibition space, 2,665 exhibitions,
1,040,000 visitors) representing with its large number of
exhibitors and the powerful attraction of a national display
of Swiss-made goods, a decisive step forward into the 6th
decade of exhibitions held in Basle. The 5th International
Textile Machinery Exhibition, ITMA 67, which took place
in the autumn from 27th September to 6th October, was
by far the largest and most important trade exhibition
ever held in Switzerland, and it covered 72,500 sq.m. of
net stand space, there were 881 exhibitors, and 380,000
visitors from 105 countries. The successful holding of
ITMA, which had previously taken place in Lille, Brussels,
Milan and Hanover, definitely enabled Basle to establish
its position as one of the great, internationally recognised

exhibition centres. The next event to take place was the
3rd International Exhibition of Industrial Electronics,
from 14th to 18th November. Known at INEL 67 it
covered an exhibition space of 25,000 sq.m. and there were
450 exhibitors and 35,00 visitors. Thanks to the compre-
hensive display of goods offered by 17 leading industrial
countries, the exhibition was able to establish its reputation
as an event of Continental importance. The last big show
in 1967 was the International Catering and Hotel Exhibi-
tion, IGEHO 67, which was held from 22nd to 28th
November, covered 36.000 sq.m. of exhibition space, had
400 exhibitors and registered 20,000 visitors. Apart from
its success as a business event, the exhibition made a great
impression on the catering and hotel trades.
For 1968 there are seven exhibitions due to take place in
Basle

The first half of the year will be taken up by the 2nd
International Mechanical Handling Exhibition, IFM 68
(7th-14th February) with its characteristic emphasis on the
problems raised by methods or rationalisation, the 52nd
Swiss Industries Fair (20th-30th April), a national business
event of international importance, and IPHARMEX 68
(13th-17th June), the first international Pharmacy Exhibi-
tion to be held in Switzerland and dealing particularly with
the modernisation and re-equipment of chemists' shops.
The second half of the year will see INTERFEREX 68,
the 5th International Exhibition for Hardware, Tools and
Household Goods (lst-3rd September), followed by
ILMAC 68, the 4th International Exhibition of Laboratory,
Chemical Engineering, Measurements and Automation
Techniques in Chemistry (9th-14th September), then comes
HOLZ 68, an exhibition of Woodworking Machinery and
Appliances (28th September-6th October), and the exhibi-
tion year will close with FAWEM 68, the 1st exhibition
for Machine-Tools and Tools (15th-24th November).
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